
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Create a top fold card base of 7.5” x 5.25” using brown cardstock.  Layer a distressed 7.4” x 5.15” red cardstock, followed by a distressed 

7” x 4.75” season greeting paper. 

Prepare a distressed 6.5”x 4.25” light brown polkadot pattern paper and distress the edges with vintage photo inkpad. Create the snow 

texture on one of the long edges with the snowmaker pen and heat gun. Layer this piece onto the card, with the snow texture at the top.  

Prepare the following die cuts using watercolor paper (unless otherwise mentioned) and distress as mentioned: 

 1 x Set of trees (In The Winter); Distress with Vintage Photo 

 3 x Snowflakes (Any 3 from A Blizzard) 

 1 x Bird (Bird Amidst Holly); Distress with Worn Lipstick, Festive Berry & Vintage Photo 

 1 x Wreath (Whirl Wreath - using gold foil paper) 

 2 x Holly berry leaves (Bird Amidst Holly); Distress with Shabby Shutter, Peeled Paint, Forest Moss, Mowed Lawn & Vintage 

photo 

 1 x Scroll (Bookmark); Distress with Vintage Photo 

 3 x Leaves (Beautiful Blossom); Distress with Shabby Shutter, Peeled Paint, Forest Moss, Mowed Lawn & Vintage photo  

Add the trees to the top left and 2 snowflakes on the top right of the card. Layer a strip of 7.5” x 1.5” gauze onto the bottom half of the 

card. 

Add the die cuts (scroll, wreath, leaves, bird), red flowers and red berries as per the arrangement shown in the photo. 

Add the last snowflake on the bottom left and the sentiment on the bottom right of the card, followed by the gold star garland on the 

bottom of the card.  

Embellish the card with 3 gold stars (cut from gold star garland) and Nuvo on the holly berry leaves 

Finish by mixing white acrylic paint with water and flicking it over the card with a brush.  

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 51-330 

Beautiful Blossom, 51-173 In the Winter, 51-151 Whirl 

Wreath, 51-260 Bird Amidst Holly, 51-268 A Blizzard, 51-

915 Bookmark 

Additional Products: Brown and red 

cardstocks, watercolor papers, gold foil paper, Echo Park 

pattern paper (Dot & Stripes Christmas - light brown 

polkadot; Season Greeting), Distress ink pads (Shabby 

Shutter, Peeled Paint, Forest Moss, Mowed Lawn, Worn 

Lipstick, Festive Berry, Vintage Photo), Nuvo (Red Berry), 

gauze, Tombow glue, Beacon glue, snowmaker pen, heat 

gun, 3D foam glue, white acrylic paint, red alpha stickers, 

red flowers, red berries, gold star garland, Tim Holtz paper 

distresser, Tim Holtz ink blender foam  
 

 

 

 

 


